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A Tester's Guide to .NET ProgrammingApress, 2006
Today’s software testing environment has changed. A common trend we are seeing these days is
advertisements for software developers and testers that look virtually the same. Today, companies
all seem to require software test professionals with in-depth knowledge of programming languages
and with significant database skills....
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Implementing SSH: Strategies for Optimizing the Secure ShellJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
    Secure Shell (SSH) is a utility that can be described in many different ways. It can be described as a protocol, an encryption tool, a client/server application, or a command interface. Along with its various descriptions, SSH provides various functions with a single package. SSH’s diverse set of services and the ability to...
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Software Test Automation (ACM Press)Addison Wesley, 1999
You can't just buy an automated testing tool and expect to improve your organization's testing process without some real effort, at least that is what the authors of Software Test Automation argue. Written for any test manager or engineer, this practical-minded guide shows the right way to automate testing to bring down costs and improve...
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Microsoft .NET for Visual FoxPro DevelopersHentzenwerke Publishing, 2002
I asked myself this question when early releases of .NET first arrived on the scene. Visual FoxPro allowed me to do pretty much anything I wanted, from building single-tier applications with a VFP back end, all the way to building distributed Internet applications accessing clientserver data.

Then, I started to dive into the .NET...
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Maple and Mathematica: A Problem Solving Approach for MathematicsSpringer, 2007
This book compares the two computer algebra programs, Maple and Mathematica used by students, mathematicians, scientists, and engineers.
Structured by presenting both systems in parallel, Mathematicas users can learn Maple quickly by finding the Maple equivalent to Mathematica functions, and vice versa. 

This student reference handbook...
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Automated Database Applications Testing: Specification Representation for Automated ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book introduces SpecDB, an intelligent database created to represent and host software specifications in a machine-readable format, based on the principles of artificial intelligence and unit testing database operations. SpecDB is demonstrated via two automated intelligent tools. The first automatically generates database constraints...
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Packet Guide to Core Network ProtocolsO'Reilly, 2011

	Trying to find the perfect networking resource or textbook can be a real challenge.
	Sometimes they are extremely focused on one technology, and thus miss the mark. Or
	they are extremely broad, covering every networking idea known to man. This book is
	about something that all networks have in common—the core protocols. Networks...
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Pro iOS 5 Tools: Xcode, Instruments and Build Tools (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	By now, you have written an iOS application or two. You have also learned that making

	a great app is hard work. From spontaneous crashes to memory leaks and bugs that

	create other bugs, the simplest of apps can quickly become a nightmare. Fortunately,

	these issues are easy to diagnose with the tools at our disposal.


...
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Unboxing Android USB: A hands on approach with real world examplesApress, 2014

	If you are a multimedia developer on Android platform you need USB for media transfer or playback audio. This book explores MTP and USB Audio in both USB device and USB host mode.

	

	If you are an core developer who work on charging you need to understand USB charging specification which is explained in the book,

	
...
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Game Development Tool EssentialsApress, 2014

	Game Development Tool Essentials provides must-have tips and tricks from industry professionals for strengthening and streamlining your game tools pipeline. Everyone knows the game tools pipeline is important, but in the current environment of shrinking budgets and increased time pressure, developers often have to settle for...
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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 65 high-level recipes for extending your Oracle SOA applications and enhancing your skills with expert tips and tricks for developers


	Overview

	
		Extend and enhance the tricks in your Oracle SOA Suite developer arsenal with expert tips and best practices.
	
		Get to grips with Java...
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Apache Solr PHP IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	For PHP developers who need to integrate a search facility into their applications, this guide is your passport to success. It takes you step by step through the great features of Apache Solr and how to implement them.


	Overview

	
		Understand the tools that can be used to communicate between PHP and Solr, and...
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